Analyzing Abstracts I:
Abstracts from Undergraduate Researchers
Couìtesy of the Wrfting Center at,'the University of l|/isconsin- Madison
wlsc

Humanities Abstracts
'oMargaret C. Anderson's Little Revìew"
Sophia Estante and Lorrie Moore (Mentor), English
This rêsearch looks at the work of Margaret C. Anderson, the editor of the Little Review. The
Review published first works by Sherwood iA.nderSon, Jarnes Joyce, V/yndham Lewis, andEzra
Pound. This research draws upon mostly primary sources including memoirs, published letters,
and a complete collection of the Little Revier,y. Most prior research on Anderson focuses on her
connection to the famous writers and personalities that she published and associated with. This
focus undermines her role as the dominant creative force behind one of the rnost influential little
magazines published in the 20th Century. This case example shows how little magazine
publishing is arguably aliterary art.

"The Commemoration and Memorialization of the American Revolution"
Benjamin Hermaú and Jean Lee (Mentor), History
This project involves discovering how'the American Revolution was remembered during the
nineteenth century. The goal is to show that the American Revolution wâs memorialized by the
actions of the United States goverrlment during the 1800s. This has been done by examining
events such as the Supreme Court cases of John Marshall and the Nullification Crisis. Upon
examination of these events, it becomes clear that John Marshall and John Calhoun (creator of
the Doctrine of Nullification) attempted to use the American Revolution to bolster their claims
by citing speeches from Founding Fathers. Through showing that the American Revolution lives
on in memory, this research highlights the importance of the revolution in shaping the actions of
the United States govemment.

Social Science Abstracts

"Subtype of Autism: Developmental Verbal Dyspraxia"
Amanda Babin and Morton Gernbascher (Mentor), Psychology
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Dyspraxia (DVD). DVD is a motor-speech probiem, disabling orai-motor movernentç.&ge.ded
for speaking. The f,rrst phase of the project involves a screening interview where we identiff
DVD and Non-DVD kids. We also use home videos to validate answers on the screening
interview. The final phase involves home visits where we use several assessments to confirm the
child's diagnosis and examine the connection.between,manual and oral motor ghallenges.By , ,
identifying DVD as a subtype of Autism, we will eliminate the assumption that all Autistics have
the.same çharacteristics. This wi'll,allqw for more individual gonsideration of Autistic people and
may di¡ect future regearch on the genetic factors in autism.

"The'f,ony Hawk Learning Frojgct"
Lauren Silberman and Elisabeth (Betty) Hayes (Mentor), Curriculum &,Instructisn
The study is to show how even a "sport" video game can incorporate many types of learning, to
call attention to what might be overlooked as signif,rcant forms of learning, and to understand and
take advantage of tlaeopportuni'ties,vidçp gar,nes a{Tprd as ¡norc deliþerats leaming,
environments. The aspects explored are the skills and techniques required to be successful in the
game, the environment that skaters skate in, the personal v;s;. g¡oup i$entity that is shqwn through
the general appearance of the skater, and the values and icons that the game teaches players. We
are finding that sport video games support leaming; we hope,to find hpw one learns about
oneself as a learner from playing.
.

Natural Scien ces Abstracts
"Biogeography of Chemical Defense in Birch Trees"
Sarah Brown and Michaêl Stevens (Mentor), Botany
The Latitudinal Defense Hypothesis predicts that levels of defense are highest near the equator
and decrease toward the poles. This hypothesis is based mainly on insect herbivory that occurs
during the summer. Mammilian herbivory in the winter is a more likely driver of plant defense
levels in northem latitudes. Early successional trees such as birches are favored by fire and
provide an important food source for mammals like snowshoe hares. In order to test the
Latitudinal Defense Hypothesis, we collected birch seeds from eight locations in northwestem
Canada and grew seedlings in a common garden. We assessed levels of defense by counting
resin glands because resin glands are negatively correlated with snowshoe hare preference. This
research will provide valuable information regarding the biogeography of defense and address
the role of fire in plant-mammal interactions on a continental scale.

"Understanding Cell-Mediated fmmune Responses Against Simian ImmunodefTciency
Virus (SIV)"
Sean Spenser and John Loffredo, David

\ilatkins (Mentors), Primate Research Center

Each day 14,000 people become infected with HIV/AIDS, making the development of an
'Watkins'
effective vaccine one of the world's top public health priorities. David
laboratory is
attempting to develop HIV vaccines that elicit cellular immune responses utilizing the simian
immunodeficiency virus (SIV) - infected rhesus macaque animal model. A major component of
the cell-mediated immune response are cytotoxic Tlymphocytes (CTL). It is thought that CTL
play an important role in controlling HIV and SIV. Most standard immunological assays do not
measure antiviral activity directly, limiting our understanding of CTL effectiveness. To address
this, the Watkins laboratory developed a novel neutralization assay that quantifies the ability of
virus-specific CTL populations to control viral growth. Evaluating the antiviral activity of CTL
of different specificities will identify those CTL most effective against SIV. This information
will likely impact the design of future HIV vaccines.

"The Genetics of Bone Strength in Mice"
Jonathan Vu and Robert Blank (Mentor), Bndocrinology
The purpose of this study is to identify relationships between the physical and genetic
characteristics of bones in mice. The physical characteristics include size, density. and the force
required to break the bone, while the genetic ones are the genes of the marker loci associated
with the genes that affect these qualities. This study uses strains of mice with reduced genetic

variation. The two strains of mice that are the most phenotypically extreme, meaning those with
the strongest and weakest bones, arc crossed. The F2 generation from that cross is then
analyzed. The results of this analysis can be used to find which genoerpes correlate with specific
bone properties like size, density, and failure load. The anticipated outcome of this lab is the
identification of the genotypes that affect bone strength in mice. The findings may be.useful in
treating medical conditions that are related to bone strength.
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From Wadley, Greg, et al. "Exploring ambient technology for connecting hospitalised children
with school and home ." International Journal of Human - Computer Studies 12.8-9 (201$:
640+. Academic OneFile. Web. 16 July 2014.
Children undergoing long-term hospital care face problems of isolation from their familiar home
and school environments. This isolation has an impact on the emotional wellbeing of the child,

In this paper we report on research that explores the design of technologies that mitigate some

óf

the negative aspects of separation, while respecting the sensitivities of the hospital, school and
home contexts.'We conducted design workshops'with parents, teachers and hospital staff and

found that there was a strgng desire for mediated connection, but also a significant need to
protect privacy and avoid disruption. In response we desîgned a novel technology that combÏned
an ambient presence with photo-sharing to connect hospitalised children with schools and

families. This paper reports on the field trial of the technology. The research provides new
insights into how technology can support connectedness and provides a foundation for

contributing to the wellbeing of children and young people in sensitive settings.
Example courtesy of the V/riting Center at UNC- Chapel Hill
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Additional Resources for Abstract'Writing
The University of Utah \Mriting Center can give you in-person feedback on your abstract draft.
To schedule an appointment, go to þ!p_;/¡¿1j!ingqçLr.eJU!Ah.9dUl
The following university
qhctrqoi-r¡¡#tin

writing center websites also offer helpful tips and examples for

o.

The Writing Center at UNC-Chapel

Hill:

hsp/w:itlneçÊri1Ë,gqE.edd,hendquTg/-eþsfiaç-tel
The Online Writing Lab (OWL) at Purclue:

ow
"How to Write'an Abstract," Philip Koopman, Carnegie Mellon University.:
h$.pq:/i,users.sçe. cmu.edu/-koopmap/es.¡ays/abstract.html

